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Computer Systems Organization -- Computer-Communication Networks.
This manual seeks to provide hands-on advice and technical tips on how to use the Korn Shell features effectively, to customize the Unix/Linux environment, and write, test and debug Korn Shell scripts. It
contains hundreds of examples plus complete ready to run sample scripts.
As an introduction to programming for the Digital Humanities (DH), this book presents six key assignments oriented on DH topics. The topics include Computing Change Over Time (calculating burials at a
historic cemetery), Visualizing Change Over Time (visualizing the burials at the historic cemetery), Textual Analysis (finding word frequencies and “stop words” in public domain texts), XML Transformation
(transforming a simplified version of XML into HTML styled with CSS), Stylometry (comparing the measured features of graphic images), and Social Network Analysis (analyzing extended relationships in
historic circles). The book focuses on the practical application of these assignments in the classroom, providing a range of variations for each assignment, which can be selected on the basis of students’
specific programming background and skills; “atomic” assignments, which can be used to give students the experience they need to successfully complete the main assignments; and some common pitfalls
and gotchas to manage in the classroom. The book’s chief goals are to introduce novice computer science (CS) students to programming for DH, and to offer them valuable hands-on experience with core
programming concepts.
The Coding Manual teaches you everything you need to become a great programmer. Whether you need to boost your coding skills for school, work or just as a hobby, this comprehensive guide introduces
the tools, terms and concepts that take you from a beginner to an experienced developer. Simple explanations and step-by-step guides ease you through the features of the Python programming language,
providing you with everything you need to write code in the real world.
A number of widely used contemporary processors have instruction-set extensions for improved performance in multi-media applications. The aim is to allow operations to proceed on multiple pixels each
clock cycle. Such instruction-sets have been incorporated both in specialist DSPchips such as the Texas C62xx (Texas Instruments, 1998) and in general purpose CPU chips like the Intel IA32 (Intel, 2000) or
the AMD K6 (Advanced Micro Devices, 1999). These instruction-set extensions are typically based on the Single Instruc tion-stream Multiple Data-stream (SIMD) model in which a single instruction causes
the same mathematical operation to be carried out on several operands, or pairs of operands, at the same time. The level or parallelism supported ranges from two floating point operations, at a time on the
AMD K6 architecture to 16 byte operations at a time on the Intel P4 architecture. Whereas processor architectures are moving towards greater levels of parallelism, the most widely used programming
languages such as C, Java and Delphi are structured around a model of computation in which operations takeplace on a single value at a time. This was appropriate when processors worked this way, but
has become an impediment to programmers seeking to make use of the performance offered by multi-media instruction -sets. The introduction of SIMD instruction sets (Peleg et al.
A practical introduction to SNMP for system network administrators. Starts with the basics of SNMP, how it works and provides the technical background to use it effectively.
A dynamic module is a special kind of machine code library that can be loaded at run-time like MuPAD library packages. Dynamic modules allow users to integrate simple C/C++ functions as well as complete
software packages into MuPAD and to use them as regular MuPAD functions. They give users direct access to internal methods and data structures of MuPAD and allow it to be extended with almost any
desired feature. Programming and creating dynamic modules is facilitated by the MuPAD Application Programming Interface MAPI and a special generator. This book is addressed to users and developers of
dynamic modules in MuPAD. The accompanying CD-ROM includes a hypertext version of the manual and a trial version of MuPAD 1.4.1 for Linux and Solaris 2.5.
Coding - Computer programming (beginners onwards)Everything you need to get started with programming using PythonHaynes Publishing UK
Abstract: "MCPL is a programming language that has been derived from BCPL by the inclusion of features found in ML, C and Prolog. Like BCPL, it is typeless, uses a contiguous runtime stack and has no
builtin garbage collector, but it does make extensive use of ML-like pattern matching. The low level aspects of the language resemble those of BCPL and C. MCPL uses its own function calling sequence,
however it is designed to allow MCPL and C functions to call each other. Notable features of MCPL are its pattern matching facilities and the simple way in which data structures are handled. This document
gives the definition of the language, its library and how to obtain and install the system."
The official book on the Rust programming language, written by the Rust development team at the Mozilla Foundation, fully updated for Rust 2018. The Rust Programming Language is the official book on
Rust: an open source systems programming language that helps you write faster, more reliable software. Rust offers control over low-level details (such as memory usage) in combination with high-level
ergonomics, eliminating the hassle traditionally associated with low-level languages. The authors of The Rust Programming Language, members of the Rust Core Team, share their knowledge and
experience to show you how to take full advantage of Rust's features--from installation to creating robust and scalable programs. You'll begin with basics like creating functions, choosing data types, and
binding variables and then move on to more advanced concepts, such as: • Ownership and borrowing, lifetimes, and traits • Using Rust's memory safety guarantees to build fast, safe programs • Testing,
error handling, and effective refactoring • Generics, smart pointers, multithreading, trait objects, and advanced pattern matching • Using Cargo, Rust's built-in package manager, to build, test, and document
your code and manage dependencies • How best to use Rust's advanced compiler with compiler-led programming techniques You'll find plenty of code examples throughout the book, as well as three
chapters dedicated to building complete projects to test your learning: a number guessing game, a Rust implementation of a command line tool, and a multithreaded server. New to this edition: An extended
section on Rust macros, an expanded chapter on modules, and appendixes on Rust development tools and editions.
The "XView Programming Manual has been revised and expanded for XView Version 3.2. XView was developed by Sun Microsystems and is derived from Sun's proprietary programming toolkit, SunView. It
is an easy-to-use object-oriented toolkit that provides an OPEN LOOK user interface for X applications. The major additions for XView Version 3 are: Internationalization support for XView programs.A new
drag-and-drop package that lets the user transfer data between applications by dragging an interface object to a region.A mouseless input model that means XView applications can be controlled from the
keyboard without a mouse. Soft function keys are also supported.The Notices package has been completely rewritten to incorporate Notice objects.The Selection package has been rewritten, replacing the
SunView- style selection service.New panel items such as multiline text items and drop target items have been included. The Panels chapter has been reworked to clarify and simplify panel usage. XView 3.2
includes bug fixes (in the software and the documentation) but does not add significant new functionality. The Attribute Summary from the previous edition of the "XView Programming Manual has been
expanded and is now published as a companion volume, the "XView Reference Manual. It contains alphabetical listings of XView attributes, functions, and macros, as well as other reference information
essential for XView programmers.
Comes with a CD-ROM packed with a variety of problem-solving projects.
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One of the most thorough introductions available to the world's most popular microcontroller!
A tutorial and reference to the object-oriented programming language for beginning to experienced programmers, updated for version 1.8, describes the language's structure, syntax, and
operation, and explains how to build applications. Original. (Intermediate)
The report is intended to serve as a self-teaching and working manual for the MIMIC computer program that provides digital solutions on an IBM 7090(7094) computer for systems of ordinary
differential equations. MIMIC is the successor to MIDAS (Modified Integration Digital Analog Simulator). It is considerably more powerful, versatile and efficient while retaining the basic
simplicity of its predecessor. The program is intended for a wide range of users, from the engineer with no prior knowledge of digital programming to the sophisticated digital programmer faced
with the requirement for obtaining solutions to mathematical problems of this type. The manual contains complete instructions for reducing the given equations to MIMIC language, handling
imput and output of data, and detailed explanations - profusely illustrated by examples - of the use of the basic MIMIC functions. Appendices contain a tabulation of all standard MIMIC
functions in a compact summary form, five (5) completely solved sample problems, and a description of some aspects of the MIMIC processor.
This book provides experienced Access users who are novice programmers with frequently overlooked concepts and techniques necessary to create effective database applications. It focuses
on designing effective tables in a multi-table application; using the Access interface or Access SQL to construct queries; and programming using the Data Access Object (DAO) and Microsoft
Access object models.
This book is a complete programmer's guid to the X library, which is the lowest level of programming interface to X. It includes chapters on:
An introduction to embedding systems for C and C++++ programmers encompasses such topics as testing memory devices, writing and erasing Flash memory, verifying nonvolatile memory
contents, and much more. Original. (Intermediate).
IBM® Intelligent Operations Center is an integrated solution. It provides a rich set of capabilities and line of business tools that business users with domain expertise and no technical background can use
without customization. IBM Intelligent Operations Center also provides services and extension points that developers can use to extend the IBM Intelligent Operations Center standard functions and develop
capabilities specific to the domain and client requirements. IBM Intelligent Operations Center includes an application-based programming model that supports all the interactions with the solution components.
The programming model is based on industry standard Representational State Transfer (REST) and Java technologies. IBM Intelligent Operations Center includes a full set of REST and Java application
programming interfaces (APIs) that provide a simplified development environment and make the platform easy to extend and customize for a large community of developers. This IBM Redbooks® publication
gives a broad understanding of the IBM Intelligent Operations Center 1.6.0.1 programming model and available extension points. Many of the chapters describe working examples and usage scenarios that
demonstrate how to extend the IBM Intelligent Operations Center base platform. This book includes sample code that can be downloaded from the IBM Redbooks website. The target audience for this book
consists of solution architects, developers, technical consultants, and solution administrators who will learn the following information: The options available to extend the IBM Intelligent Operations Center
solution programmatically How to configure customizations tailored to specific customer requirements How to use the available configuration tools to configure the solution without requiring programming
Readers of this book will benefit from the IBM Redbooks publication IBM® Intelligent Operations Center 1.5 to 1.6 Migration Guide , SG24-8202.
Complete guide to programming with the Xt Intrinsics. Guide to using widgets and to writing new widgets. Concept and examples of how to use various X Toolkit routines. Updated for Release 4. Annotation
copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
The world of workstations changed dramatically with the release of the X Window System. Users could finally count on a consistent interface across almost all makes and models of computers. At the same
time, graphics applications became easily portable. Until recently, X supported only 2D graphics. Now, however, by means of the PEX extensions to X, together with the PEXlib applications programming
interface, native, 3D graphics have come to the X Window System. PEXlib allows the programmer to create graphics programs of any complexity, and also provides the basis for higher-level graphics systems
and toolkits. The PEXlib Programming Manual is the definitive programmer's guide to PEXlib, covering PEX versions 5.0 and 5.1. Containing over 200 illustrations and 19 color plates, it combines a thorough
and gentle tutorial approach with valuable reference features. Along the way, it presents the reader with numerous programming examples, as well as a library of helpful utility routines--all of which are
available online. You do not any need prior graphics programming experience to use this manual. Written by Tom Gaskins--the widely recognized authority who also authored the O'Reilly and Associates
PHIGS Programming Manual--this book is the only programming guide to PEXlib you will ever need.
This edition has been revised to stress the use of modern Fortran throughout: Key features: lots of clear, simple and complete examples highlighting the, core language features of modern Fortran including
data typing, array processing, control structures functions, subroutines, user defined types and pointers, pinpoints common problems that occur when programming, has sample output from a variety of
compilers, expands on the first edition, by introducing modules as soon as the fundamental language features have been covered. Modules are the major organisational feature of Fortran and are the
equivalent of classes in other languages, major new features covered in this edition include, introduction to object oriented programming in Fortran introduction to parallel programming in Fortran using MPI,
OpenMP and Coarray Fortra, this edition has three target audiences the complete beginner existing Fortran programmers wishing to update their code those with programming experience in other languages
Ian Chivers and Jane Sleightholme are the joint owners of comp-fortran-90 which is a lively forum for the exchange of technical details of the Fortran language. Ian is the editor of the ACM Fortran Forum and
both Jane and Ian have both been involved in the Fortran standardisation process. The authors have been teaching and supporting Fortran and related areas for over 30 years and their latest book reflects
the lessons that have been learnt from this.
Traditional machining has many limitations in today’s technology-driven world, which has caused industrial professionals to begin implementing various optimization techniques within their machining
processes. The application of methods including machine learning and genetic algorithms has recently transformed the manufacturing industry and created countless opportunities in non-traditional machining
methods. Significant research in this area, however, is still considerably lacking. Machine Learning Applications in Non-Conventional Machining Processes is a collection of innovative research on the
advancement of intelligent technology in industrial environments and its applications within the manufacturing field. While highlighting topics including evolutionary algorithms, micro-machining, and artificial
neural networks, this book is ideally designed for researchers, academicians, engineers, managers, developers, practitioners, industrialists, and students seeking current research on intelligence-based
machining processes in today’s technology-driven market.
The NXT-G visual programming language for the NXT robot is completely new and there are currently no books available on the subject. This book is written for kids, teachers, parents or anyone new to the
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NXT-G programming language. It covers all of the basic, intermediate, and advanced programming blocks that are standard with the NXT-G language suite. The book uses simple, non-technical terminology
with plenty of screenshots and line drawings to demonstrate proper use of all the blocks as well as basic programming techniques such as loops, If-Then statements, case statements, and use of variables.
Describes how to write applications using the Motif toolkit from the Open Software Foundation (OSF), going into detail on every Motif widget class, with useful examples to help programmers develop their
own code. Tips on programming in general are also included. The authors assume competence with C and familiarity with fundamental X Window System concepts. Chapters are marked by uncut tabs for
easy location. The manual is updated for Motif 1.2, but still usable for Motif 1.1. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
For more than twenty years, serious C programmers have relied on one book for practical, in-depth knowledge of the programming interfaces that drive the UNIX and Linux kernels: W. Richard Stevens’
Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment . Now, once again, Rich’s colleague Steve Rago has thoroughly updated this classic work. The new third edition supports today’s leading platforms,
reflects new technical advances and best practices, and aligns with Version 4 of the Single UNIX Specification. Steve carefully retains the spirit and approach that have made this book so valuable. Building
on Rich’s pioneering work, he begins with files, directories, and processes, carefully laying the groundwork for more advanced techniques, such as signal handling and terminal I/O. He also thoroughly covers
threads and multithreaded programming, and socket-based IPC. This edition covers more than seventy new interfaces, including POSIX asynchronous I/O, spin locks, barriers, and POSIX semaphores. Most
obsolete interfaces have been removed, except for a few that are ubiquitous. Nearly all examples have been tested on four modern platforms: Solaris 10, Mac OS X version 10.6.8 (Darwin 10.8.0), FreeBSD
8.0, and Ubuntu version 12.04 (based on Linux 3.2). As in previous editions, you’ll learn through examples, including more than ten thousand lines of downloadable, ISO C source code. More than four
hundred system calls and functions are demonstrated with concise, complete programs that clearly illustrate their usage, arguments, and return values. To tie together what you’ve learned, the book presents
several chapter-length case studies, each reflecting contemporary environments. Advanced Programming in the UNIX® Environment has helped generations of programmers write code with exceptional
power, performance, and reliability. Now updated for today’s systems, this third edition will be even more valuable.
The official "Ubuntu 10.04 LTS Installation Guide" contains installation instructions for the Ubuntu 10.04 LTS system (codename "Lucid Lynx").
A Guide to MATLAB Object-Oriented Programming is the first book to deliver broad coverage of the documented and undocumented object-oriented features of MATLAB. Unlike the typical approach of other
resources, this guide explains why each feature is important, demonstrates how each feature is used, and promotes an understanding of
Presents a collection of more than one hundred programming challenges along with information on key theories and concepts in computer programming.
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